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ABSTRACT: In today’s world data is increasing rapidly and relatively the account of attacks to access that data also 
increasing day by day. Botnet is one of power impacting attack of distributed denial of service (DDoS) its hard detect 
in network. In normal attacks we can identify the error but bots cannot create problems it’s just overlook the activities 
in network. When some valuable information is transfer through packets it attacks over[8]. There is botmasters who 
control all those activities through C&C server (commands & control) which play important role in attack. This attack 
mostly targets the application layer for their control in network and this type of network is called as botnet. And it’s 
complicated to resolve online when the target is the web server. The difficult part of this attack to identify bots in 
system so we need to emphasize on how to trace the bots. A efficient and innovative algorithm is needed to tracing bots 
in network and enable them to cause harm to network.. The DDoS attack traffic is sampled to locate suspicious hosts 
firstly, then the hosts' packets are collected and analyzed by DPI technology with some DDoS parameters, such as 
victim, start time of the attack etc. for finding C&C and Servers. This detection model has been implemented, named 
BTS (Botnet tracking system) at a POP of CERNET. The tests showed the practicability of this model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In modern world of software development where computer is basic need of professional person. Communication is a 
first initial step and network is support. In cyber-crimes there many attacks distributed denial of service (DDoS) is one 
of the major attack[2]. Botmaster control all activities C&C channel is used for communication control several 
protocols are available. IRC (Internet relay chat) protocol which C&C used. Another protocol is HTTP on which few 
botnets are reliable[1]. But know it’s too old and peer to peer (P2P) replace the place of both protocols[4]. (P2P) 
protocol is more powerful protocol which is used. Currently, Strom worm and Nugache are most popular P2P botnets. 
As bots are the performing malicious activities through C&C channel. For attack bots need to be connected to each 
other by which they form their team called as botnet. This botnet provides the flexible and efficient service during 
attack. For monitoring the event or process is going on in system which can inform us that something is wrong in 
system and for standard security the term intrusion detection is refer. Network layer becomes the strong point for botnet 
in (DDoS) attack[3]. Particularly UDP and ICMP flooding which affect the bandwidth thus facilitating the denial[3]. In  
Network service traditional botnets used centralized command and control (C&C) architecture for communication 
between botmaster& bots. The current generation of bots started using the peer to peer (P2P) structure to run a more 
resilient C&C architecture, to disseminate commands through the botnetmate[4]. access. In web serverbotnet take the 
advantage of application level for flooding purpose through which attacker can easily attack on system. The remainder 
of the paper is organized. Botnet based DDoS attack tools are described. Classification of Botnet based DDoS attacks. 
Various Botnet based DDoS attack incidents. Our approach is based on the observation that, because of the pre- 
programmed activities related to C&C[2] , bots within the same botnet will likely demonstrate spatial-temporal 
correlation and similarity. For example, they engage in a coordinated communication, propagation, attack and 
fraudulent activities. A really efficient botnets would be structured as an old fashioned spy networks, with decentralized 
cell botnet machines would not know the C&C address[3], but merely how to cell, as well as one or two machines in 
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the from other cells. Messages would be broadcast by hopping from  cell to cell that kind of structure required a  lot 
more thinking at the design phase, but would be lot more resilient to dismantlement by law enforcement forces. 
The infected system must be able to talk to the C&C. this entails getting some data out of themachine, through 
whatever network access it has. The easy case is when machine has full internet access (possibly through some NAT) 
however, there are some networks (especially business environments) where machines have only their local addresses, 
there is no NAT, and outbound communications must go through a HTTP proxy[3]. Possibly, the proxy will need some 
authentication, that may be automatically provided by the OS (windows) provided that  OS libraries are used to do so. 
Thus, HTTP increases the probability of succeeding at connecting an external server, where as IRC can not really 
handle the “proxy only” case. 
Plain HTTP requests may be inspected by nosy firewalls. HTTP may help you here; decrypting HTTPS requests 
requires installing and maintaining a custom certification authority that produces the fly fake certificates for contacted 
websites. There are appliances that offer that kind of services, but this is not yet fully wide spread. You want to hide the 
true C&C server where abouts[5]. If you have a large botnet, then it is a certainly that some sys admin, somewhere, will 
notice something fishy and try to guess where the C&C is. The HTTP protocol is stateless by main configuration, 
which means complex communication will be harder to the implement (you have to make some session for handling).  
On IRC, you can simply open a thread for your clients and then you will have a procedural and single flow of control. 
Although IRC can be extended by ssl as well, it is not so common as in the HTTP[3]. You will probably have to embed 
some IRC communication library for the task, it configuring for use ssl on a such way that it will be undetected will be 
harder. As I know, in the circles of the currently running botnets https is much more common, but most of them is a 
nightmare from a programmer point of view. For research I would be use unencrypted IRC (easier to program, no need 
for encryption)[6]. 
A botnet or robot network consists of thousands or sometimes millions of computers infected with the robot program. 
This piece of code enable attacker a.k.a bot header to remotely control the infected computer and make them perform 
tasks. Because the zombie computer continue to appear acting normal to their users. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

As botnet continue to gain momentum in the form of spam, bots, click fraud, large-scale identity of thefts and proxy 
nets and a large-scale distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. Generally, a botnet may display following 
behaviour patterns likes signature-based, anomaly-based DSN-based and mining-based. 1) Signature-based: Ntop is a 
very powerful network sniffing and statistics gathering tool. When used along with the darknet, we can analyze botnets 
and detect them. The idea of darknet evolved from honeynets, and is quite often underestimated[1]. Snort is used along 
with Ntop and darknet to a log alerts. Snort is used for detecting botnets based on their own signatures. If the traffic 
matches any of these botnet signature, then an alert is recorded for the log file. The particular packet can be further 
analysed in wireshark. 2) Anomaly-based botnet: Generally, antivirus find it very difficult to detect worms that use 
dynamic codes[1]. In this case, a DDoS attack can be detected using cisco NetFlow analyser. Although based botnet 
detection techniques is detect unknown botnets as well as unlike a signature based detection, sometimes an IRC 
network may be detected. 3) DNS-based : DNS-based botnet detection technique is based on domain name system 
information generated by a botnet.4) mining-based: A recent development in classification and clustering is models of 
botnet detection saw the rise of botminer. 
BotTracer to detect these three phases with the assistance of a virtual machine techniques. To validate BotTracer we 
implement prototype of BotTracer based on VMware and window XP professional. The results show that BotTracer 
has successfully detected all the bots in experiments without any false negatives[4].  Detecting botnets not easy to trace. 
However, in existing system designing an effective P2P botnet detection system is face with several challenges. First 
the P2P file sharing and communication applications such as emule and skype are very popular and hence C&C traffic 
of P2P botnets can easily blend into the background P2P traffic[4]. This challenge is further compounded by the fact 
that  bot compromised host may exhibit mixed patterns of both the legitimate and botnet P2P traffic (eg. due to the 
coexistence of a file-sharing P2P application and a P2P bot on the same host)[3]. Second, modern botnets tend to use 
increasingly stealthy ways to perform the malicious activities that are very hard to be observed in the network traffic. 
For eg.some botnets send spam through the large popular webmail services such as hot mail which is likely transparent 
to the network detectors due to encryption and overlap with legitimate email use patterns. Third, as amount of the 
network traffic grows rapidly, the deployed detection system is required to process huge amount of information 
efficiently[8]. And need the improvement in techniques.  
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A.BOTNET LIFE CYCLE: 
Life or duration of a botnet depends on purpose of creation of the botnet. The lifecycle of a botnet can be defined in the 
following stages. 

1) Attacker (bot-herder) decides on initial bot parameter like infection vector , payload, C&C detail. 
2) Register a DDNS ( Dynamic DNS).So that the botnet controller can change IP address and create  new bot 

controller or malicious content host whenever required. 
3) Register a static IP. 
4) Bot-herder launches or seeds new bot(s). 
5) Bots spread. 
6) Attack a victim machine by DDoS or spam or phishing etc. 
7) Losing bots to other botnets.  

Botnets  can change their command and control (C&C) content, protocol, and even C&C servers- ofter  termed as fast 
flux ( a techniques to hide the phishing and malware delivery behind the network of a compromised hosts, which keeps 
on getting modified due to new zombie machines.) botminer monitors two planes for botnet detection : namely C-
place(C&C communication place) and A-plane (malicious activity plane)[5]. Clustering occurs in cplane by finding 
statistical distribution per unit time or per unit packets. Generally the communication between a local host and a remote 
server consist of protocol, source IP, destination IP[7].  
 
B.DIFFERENT TYPES OF BOTS: 
During research it’s found that there are many of bots in the wild. In this section  we present some widespread and 
well-known bots. Here introduce new concepts of each piece of malware and further more describes some of features in 
more detail. In addition, show the examples of source code from bots and list parts of their command set. 

1. Agobot/Phatbot/Forbot/Xtreambot 
This is probably known bot. Itself is written in C++. 
 

2. SDbot/Rbot/UrXbot/…. 
This family of malware is the moment the most active one : Sophos lists currently  
Written in very poor C. 
 

3. MIRC-based bots  GT  Bots 
Since there are so many differents versions of them that it is hard to get an overview of all forks.  

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

A botnet tracking system(BTS) [1] is designed for traceing botnet this idea is proposed. The DDoS attack data is 
provided by NBOS which is a network performance and threat detection system that can detect DDoS attacks in real-
time on the border of a network.  
Here we show the structure and workflow of the system. BTS represent the three parts: Bot Locator, Packet Collector 
and Data Analyzer.  The main function of Bot Locator is to analyzeDDoS attack information in NBOS' DDoS database, 
filter the suspicious hosts according the procedure described  then send the hosts' IP to Packet Collector. After that, 
related DDoS attack's parameters is send to Data Analyzer as triple(SIP, Target_IP, StartTime) by Bot Locator also. 
The triple is sent if and only if SIP equals to a suspicious host in a DDoS attack, that means the suspicious host 
participates another attack; Packet Collector collects non-attack packets of suspicious hosts; Data Analyzeranalyzes the 
packets provided by Packet Collector and the triple DDoSparameters[1]. 
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Fig:Architecture Diagram for Botnet  

The significant contributions of the proposed system approach are listed as follows: 
1.  A unique bot detection system is built on the essential characteristics of the bots, namely, failure traffic and 

communication traffic. Each phase detects the presence of bots separately in parallel, hence reducing the overall 
detection time with high accuracy. 

2. An online bot detection system is developed that processes the network data in the form of the data stream. 
3.  An effective and efficient algorithm for the detection of bots using the network failure traffic only is proposed that 

be capable of detecting newly infected hosts before they start communicating with the botnet. 
4. Distributed Hadoop Map Reduce paradigm is adapted to process big data to achieve the scalability[7]. 
5. A model framework is implemented and evaluated based to realworld network traffic, which has demonstrated 

high accuracy. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Here we find the solution on problem of botnet how to trace the bots in working system. And there are several method 
to tracer based on honeynet. In which we detect the bots at the border and locate the C&C channel. Here we also prove 
the reverse tracking of botnet by finding the bots through C&C servers is possible. . A system named BTS were 
implemented and installed at a POP of CERNET to test the idea. Two algorithm are used here such as failure traffic 
based bot detection. And bot detection using communication traffic. In future, we will focus on the online processing of 
network data on Hadoopitself . 
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